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Men's basketball ends
four-game losing streak with
win over Western.
See story Page BA

''Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

urles named "ew president
By Tammie Sloup
Administration ed~oc

Until Carol Surles walked into
airport for her off-campus
iew, Tom Johnson. chair of the
· ntial search committee and
ber of Eastem's Board of
s. said he did not know she
African- American.
said she expects being the
woman and minority to hold the
of president at Eastern will be
• but not an unfamiliar one.

The Bar unanimously voted to
hire Surles as Eastem's eighth president Thursday at a special meeting.

The university will now be led by its
first female African American president beginning March 1, 1999.
"It is an honor to have the opporrunity to lead a fine instirution like
Eastern Illinois University into the
21st century and I look forward to
worlcing with the Board (ofTrustees)
and with the university community
to ensure that the university achieves
its fullest potential," said Carol

Surles, current president of Texas
Woman's University in Denton,
Texas.
"She happens to be a minority but
that is not why we hired her."
Johnson said.
Johnson said the university needs
different kinds of people at different
times. and SW'les is a "peacemaker"
who can reach out and bring the
campus together.
Surles is the first woman to hold
the position full-time after Barbara
Hill, former provost and vice presi-

dent for academic affairs at Eastern,
served ao; acting president for a brief
period in 1992. a press release said.
"She has a proven irack record." he
said "She has a wann and channing
diplomacy ... She is the right person at
the right time at th.is university."
Surles said she expects the challenges of being a woman and
African American will be similar to
the ones she has experienced in
Denton.
See SUIUS Page 2A

Carol Surles

BOT to solve
Y2Kproblem
By Meghan McMahon

embedded computer systems,
including elevators.
Embedded computer systems
Eastern has begun planning for are computers containing chips
the new millennium by attempting programmed to perform certain
to increase the functionality of the tasks. he said.
"Some of the things people have
university's computer systems.
Morgan Olsen, vice president done is develop some self-help
for business affairs, presented a tools that we are going to introduce
Y2K report to Eastem's Board of to the campus community over the
Trustees Thursday about the uni- next six weeks." Olsen said
The university has established a
versity's plan for computer systems
timeline to have all computer probin the year 2000.
"Yes. we are concerned and lems identified by Sept. 30. 1999.
Olsen said the university is tryhave been planning for the year
2000 and its impact in computers," ing to outline a number of plans to
be utilized at the beginning of the
Olsen said.
He said Facilities and Planning new millennium.
Management is in the process of
going through the university's
See Y21 Page 2A
Staff writer

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Hal>ert. the Student Trustee and member of the presidential search committee, looks on as Eastern's outgoing
· n~ David Jorns, thanks the members of the Board of Trustees for a good year during his President's Council
in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Thursday morning. The BOT unani·
voted to hire Carol Surles as Eastern's eighth president at the meeting.

ommencement begins, ends life chapter
MotherIdaughter bonding
By Jason Maholy

proceeded into the gymnasium,
Vice President for Student Affairs
Lou Hencken will begin each ceret 670 happy people mony by asking for a moment of
y will march out of Lantz reflection from the graduating stu·um. For some it will be the dents.
fl the best time of their lives
"I don't know what I'm going to
for others. it will just be the say, I usually write a little some. g.
thing the night before," Hencken
first of two Fall Com- said. ''Since I'm the first person to
nt ceremonies will begin speak, 1 try to get the ceremony off
a.m. Saturday in Lantz to a good start and get the students
ium and will include grad- to reflect on the time that they spent
of the Graduate School, the here at Eastern."
Herbert Lasky, director of
· College of Business and
Sciences and the College Eac;tem 's Honors Programs, also
will speak at the event Lasky said
and Humanities.
second ceremony will begin he will recognize the srudent marand will include graduates shals for keeping the graduation
College of Education and ceremonies organized and helping
·
Studies, the College of to make the program run smoothly.
"It's a way for us to say 'Look.
and the School of Adult
students can do this and look what
· uing Education.
Eastern Symphonic Wind a good job they do,"' Lasky said.
David Joms will preside over
. conducted by Joseph
, will kick things off by Saturday's festivities and award the
the processional music diplomas in what will be his final
graduation ceremony as Eastero's
event
all of the students have president
Staff writer

Two generations of women
graduate together Saturday
By AfTPf Thon
Campus editoc

Most students participating in the December graduation ceremonies will look for their parents in the
audience. but Beth Frazier will find her mom in line
right in front of her.
Beth and Cathy Frazier will receive their degrees
from the College of Sciences together at the 10 a.m.
ceremony Saturday. Both are graduating from the
department of Family and Consumer Sciences; Cathy
with a focus on hospitality and Beth with a focus on
family services.
Cathy Frazier, a Charleston resident her whole
life, works in the Housing and Dining Services
Depanment and will continue working for Eastern
afta graduation. She is currently respoDSJ'ble for the
ordering and paying of bills for the housing and dining services departments.
She bepD waddng OD her degree in 1987, shortly

after becoming employed at Eastern. Since then she
has taken only one year off, taking classes every
semester and over some summers.
Beth Frazier began working on her degree after
graduating from Charleston High School and will
complete it after four and a half years of work. She
said she chose her major "mostly because I like kids."
She said she may teach but thought she would have
more options with a degree in family consumer sciences.
Cathy Frazier said when she began taking classes.
she didn't even think about graduating with her
daughter. She said she assumed she would finish
before Beth Frazier started.
"When I started I didn't even think about it She
was only in junior high." Cathy Frazier said.
For a while, they thought Beth Frazier would finish first
"It was last year before we finally reali7.ed it
would be the same time," Cathy Frazier said.
Beth and Cathy Frazier did have one class together but they say it was a good experience.
"Every Ciay (Beth would) come sit next to me in
See TimTllER Page 2A
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Surles

focus a great deal on those statuses
l:x.>cause I.here is always so much
work to be done. but I will certainly
from Page IA
do my best if there are opportunities
to serve as a role model for minori·Tue circumstances were identi- ty groups."
cal," she said. "I am rhe first memWorking at the largest university
ber of a minority group to serve as a primarily for women in the United
president here (TWU)."
States has helped Surles learn a
Surles' salary will be $176,000 great deal about leadership for
per year, which is a 3.5 percent women, she said.
increase from her cwrent salary,
"I will invite opportunities to
Johnson said.
work closely wicb women so chat I
"We have to pay rhe competitive can indeed be a role model," she said.
wage ... It's what the competition
The position is non-tenure,
requires," he said.
Johnson said. In lieu of tenure,
Surles' salary has the potenlia) to Eastern will provide an approximate
increase 8 percent in borh her second 7.3 percent contribution to a private
and third years if the Bar decides annuity annually.
she has met previously agreed upon
All three of the finalists had
presidential goals established at the requested they be awarded tenure but
start of the year and has made "sub- the Bar is "not comfortable" with
Slantial progress," Johnson said.
awarding it to presidents, he said.
Last year, the average earnings
Surles has the choice of residing
of a president of institutions of equal in the university house or she can
siz.e to Eastern was $160,000. It is purchase her own home and be
currently $180,000, Johnson said.
given a housing allowance of
Jorns will retire from the univer- $27,000 per year. Johnson said. This
sity earning $140,000 per year, he is the same amount paid by the four
said.
other state universities in Illinois
The new president's responsibil- that provide housing allowances.
ities include, but are not limited to:
Surles will be provided a univerfund raising, the development/ sity vehicle for business and persondirecting of long-range and strategic al use. Other contract tenns include:
planning and overall leadership to • reimbursement for cost of profesthe university community, a press sional and civic memberships. This
release said.
does not include social or country
Surles is not the first woman clubs,
president at TWU but she said she is • six-month sabbatical after seven
the first woman in many of the posi- years of service,
tions she serves in the metroplex.
• right to participate in Illinois
'1 am first a woman and first a Tuition Reimbursement Plan withminority:' she said. "And I don't out regard to period of service,

• and benefits in accordance with
standard policy. such as health/dental insurance.
Surles. 52, has served as both
vice president for administration
and business affairs and visiting
executive in residence at California
State University (Hayward). vice
president for academic affairs and
professor of management at Jackson
State University in Mississippi. and
vice chancellor for administration at
the University of Michigan in Flint.
Her educational background
includes a bachelor's degree in psychology from Fisk University in
Nashville, Tenn.; her master's in
counseling from Chapman College
in Orange. Calif.; and her doctorate
in education from the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor.
The search committee has
assumed every task; meeting sometimes from 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. in the
same day, Johnson said.
"I can't say enough about (the
members)," he said. "My job as
chair was easy."
Surles also was pleased with the
committee.
"They won my heart instantly," she
said ..They made me feel welcome:·
Johnson also gave gratitude to
Jan Greenwood, consultant from
Heidrick and Struggles. the executive search finn hired to aid in the
search for Eastem's new president.
All three candidates were a result
of the search firm, Johnson said.
Roy Saigo, chancellor at Auburn
University - Montgomery in Montgomery. Ala.; and Mark Lapping.
vice president for academic affairs at

Y2K

ceived positively by both our
friends and alumni," Nilsen said.
Staff Senate Chair Teresa Sims
said she was pleased to have the
sick leave bank back in place.
"1 am very excited because (the
sick leave bank) has been on all our
minds for tt long time;"' Sims said.
"It will greatly help those employees that need that time."
Joms was also happy ro see the
sick leave bank back in place.
"'This is a very selfless gesture
on (Teresa's) part," Joms said. "You
should be proud of yourselves."
Ted Weidner. director of Facilities
Planning and Management, presented a report to the Bar about the status of the Booth library renovations.
Weidner said none of lhe proposed
renovations have been finalized.
Five relocation sites have been
have been selected to house the
library's material during the renovations, he said.
"The relocation of the largest
academic facility ... has been a bit
of a trauma." Weidner said. "We
believe that we will successfully
relocate the contents of the library."
In other business, the Bar went
into executive session to discuss
legal matters.

presented the board members with
two purchase approvals more than
$50,000.
from Page IA
TushomeAbebe, vice president for
academic affairs, presented a report co
"We do have a variety of contin- the Bar regarding the biological scigency plans in case our variety of ences major and said Eastern's
Aeedemio.C'ounci:i recently appro¥ed •
Plan A's do not work," he said.
Lou Hencken, vice president for the biological sciences degree.
The biological sciences degree
student affairs, reported to the Bar
will be voted upon at the Illinois
on fi nancial aid.
'The number of students who Board of Higher Education meeting
received financial aid (in fiscal year Dec. 15.
"The biological sciences cur1998) was 8,814," Hencken said.
He said this number represents riculum will improve the education
of Eastern students," Abebe said.
74.8 percent of Eastern students.
He said no faculty will be lost as
Financial aid received by Eastern
students in fiscal year 1998 totaled a result of the merger and most of
$4 1.8 million with 62.3 percent the content of the original biologicoming from federal sources, 17 cal sciences has been retained.
Students' transcripts will identify
percent from the state, 17.2 percent
from the university and 3.2 percent the students' concentrations. Abebe
said.
from other sources, Hencken said.
"(The Bar) has been in full
He said the 17 .S percent of
financial aid that comes from support of this merger," said Bar
Eastern includes money from stu- Chair Susan Gilpin.
Jill Nilsen, acting vice president
dent employment.
There has been an 8.6 percent for external relations. said the uniincrease in money earned by students versity has received almost $38,000
in donations for bricks, trees and
working on campus, Hencken said
"Students are working more to benches to be placed in rhe university courtyard.
pay for their education," he said.
'The courtyard has been reEastern President David Jorns
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the University of Southern M
were the other two finalists.
Lapping withdrew from the
ning Wednesday night before
search committee met LO discuss
candidates.
There was a good amoum of
ticipation from the campus co
nity during the on-campus i
views and all of the 150 res
were read by the committee
bers, "literally every comme
Johnson said.
Johnson said the commi
came away with a sense the
is fragmented and whoever is
next president needs to address
"(Eastern) is a great sch
Joms said. '1t's a wonderful coll
to work with."
Joms will continue as the p
dent until February 28 and said
will be "business as usual."
Surles said she believes if there
something to discuss about the
versity until March 1. there has to
a mutual agreement between
andJoms.
"I want to ensure our transiti
are as smooth as possible,'' she ·
Invitations for Surles to visit
campus also should be mutu
agreed upon, she said.
'Tm certainly looking forn
to invi,tations to visit the cam
she said.
Surles said she would like
familiarize herself with Chad
and begin looking at real estate.
"I am thrilled," she said. "This
a real opportunity to lead a very
comprehensive university into
21st century."

Together
from Page lA
class," Cathy Frazier said.
Beth Frazier said she enj

havinfactl!SS'
is such a nerd I knew I could get
the notes from her." she said.
But Cathy Frazier defe
herself: "I wasn't a nerd; 1just
my classes seriously. It was ··
nice because you could ask
the class was like. was it
which teachers were good,
your notes!"
Beth Frazier said she came
Eastern to save on tuition and
live at home.
Beth said she is glad she
an extra semester and can g
with her mom. But Cathy F
will still get her diploma first.
..I have to go (in the cere
as Elizabeth so she could go
me;· Beth said. "As Beth, I
have (graduated) first."
After receiving her clip
Cathy Frazier said she will
back to her seat.
'1 want to see (Beth) get
diploma," she said.

~ SunsaUon
f \ \"' Tanning Salon .......-.~
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Managing editor Chad Merda
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Need CAA on writing intensive initiatives
some
fast
cash?
By Meghan McMahon

would be a standardized objective
test to be administered to all rising
juniors. A second initiative of this
The Council on Academic Affairs plan is an electronically based portThursday heard a report on new pro- folio that would track the progress
posals regarding the writing inten- of students' writing throughout
sive portion of the integrated core.
their college career, Evans said.
Charles Evans. associate vice
Evans said if this plan is implepresident for academic affairs, pre- mented, students enrolling as freshsented a report to the CAA regard- men in fall 1999 would submit a
ing two possible initiatives in the writing sample before they take
writing intensive portion of the their first college course and four
integrated core.
more samples from classes they
''Many of you will be aware that take at Eastern.
The four additional writing samthe University Academic Assessment
Committee has struggled for over ples would be obtained from a
two years to come up with a universi- lower-division general education
ty-wide assessment plan." Evans course, an upper-division general
said.
education course, a senior seminar
Evans said a plan has been and a course within the student's
devised but currently has no funding. major, he said.
One of the initiatives of this plan
Evans said the office of assessStaff writer

ment would hold the writing portfolios on magnetic disks and at the
conclusion of the student's college
career. a group of trained faculty
members would read and assess a
sampling of the portfolios to ensure
students are meeting the minimum
literacy requirements.
This process is still being considered and a subcommittee will
look into thC feasibility of the program~ he said.
'There are a number of things
that would have to be identified and
anticipated," Evans said.
The CAA also unanimously
approved five new courses and two
revised courses in the indusuial
technology department
"Almost two years ago, the
industrial technology faculty decided to review the existing curricu-

lum based on input we received
from alumni, students and employers," said Mahyar lzadi, professor
of technology.
Evans also presented a report to
the CAA regarding a new degree at
the community college program
that is currently under review.
An Illinois Articulation Initiative
bas requested that all two-year
scbools and four-year schools offering chemistry programs to look into
the new degree program, said CAA
chair Bill Addison after the meeting.
A subcommittee also has been
formed to look into the feasibility
of this degree program.
CAA members serving on the
committee are Ron Wohlstein and
Tim Mason. AdditionaJ faculty
members may also serve on this subcommittee.

In other business, the AB discussed possible bylaw revisions.
The AB proposed a bylaw
change that would take away the
power of deciding what is an
emergency that would constitute
taking money from the student
activity reserve account away
from the AB chair.
The proposed bylaw change
currently says the AB as a whole
must vote on whether something
is an emergency.
AB members also talked about
clarifying the bylaws to include a
third voting faculty member on
the AB. Currently there are two
voting faculty members and one
alternate member.

AB members also discussed
the possibility of making the quorum a percent or lowing the quorum number of members who
must be present to vote.
Last week, the AB was not
allowed to conduct business
because quorum was not met.
A new AB member was sealed
to the board.
Mike Haney was added to the
board after a member was
removed for violating the attendance policy.
Haney said that he is looking
forward to being a member of the
AB.
"It'll be nice to bring fresh
ideac; to the issues currently on the
table," Haney said.

Work
for Future student activity reserves safe

the

News
Call
581-2812
for more
information.

By Chris Sievers
Staff writer

Apportionment Board members Thursday voted down a
$25,000 proposal that would
allow the AB to take funds out of
next year's student activity
reserve.
Members of the AB said they
did not feel right about using
money they did not have.
Faculty AB member Joseph
Williams said it was not in good
practice to spend money that is not
yet available.
"It's irresponsible to spend
money you do not have yet," he
said.
AB and senate member Bob
.u., J,..J.i, lt.1

I

I

11

Kman said that it was unlikely for
the proposal to pass in the Student
Senate.
"I don't see this passing even
though I think it is a good idea,"
Kman said.
Kman said the additional aJlocations were having a hard time
passing in the senate and he did
not believe that this proposal
would pass.
University Board Chair Jerry
Wilson said the UB was not in
support of this proposal.
AB Chair Mike Hansen said he
did not consider the $25,000 proposal an emergency.
"(AB) bylaws say that it has
to be an emergency," Hansen
said .
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EIU faculty
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Volunteer
your time off
ollowing the upcoming semester break,
many students undoutedly will begin (if
they haven't already) searching for some
exciting spring break options. Some will
go to exotic places like the Bahamas or the Florida
Keys; some may visit their uncle Bob's pig fann in
Idaho and some may sit at home and catch up on
the homework they are sure to already be behind
on.
Instead of risking various forms of skin cancer
in the warmer climates mentioned above or shoveling pig manure. keep up on your homework so you
can spend your spring break traveling around the
countI) to help make a difference in people's Jives.
The Alternative
Alternative to break
Spring Break. sponsored
Volunteer your lime to help
PJ: the Newman,
those n need t1Mfifsf)n1r!f'
~ijcJ;q.U~ --~·-~~---~
breatt'"ff~-a!~VtJni'
inexpensive. volunteerlife.
packed week of getting
a first-hand look at issues dealing with urban
poverty, racism, hunger. HIVIAIDS and many
more.
Some options of the programs include volunteering at one of 19 sites throughout the country
including Philadelphia, New Orleans, Atlanta and
Bristol, Fla.
In Bristol, volunteers will help plant new trees in
various coastal areas and in Battle Creek, Miss.,
volunteers will help construct houses for the homeless.
Every year, students come back from these trips
with stories that both amaze and change lives.
Many of these students also continue volunteering
at various other locations because it "felt good" to
do it the first time.

F

or most students, this
coming Saturday is ju.-.t
another day to recover
from the ex:~ of
Friday night For a small portion
of seniors. however, this Sarurday
represents the climax of the college career, the day that you
strived for ever since you peered
Bratt Koppen
into your dingy dorm room freshColumnist
man year and said. "This is it?"
This glorious Saturday is the
day of graduation for the 'tweeners. the students who didn't quite have enough credits to graduate last spring, but didn't require a full year of classes to finish next spring. I know. because I am one of the 'tweeners,
preparing myself for life after school. suffering from pregraduation anxiety disorder - not sure if that is an official
medical tcnn. but the symptoms include the realization that
college is ending followed by nostalgic views of the previous
four years. horror at lhe prospecL of job-searching and envy
for the students who ha\e just one more semester of freedom
- along with the traditional stress that falls upon the student
during lhe final two weeks of a semester.
Since this columnL<,t b walking into the real world tOIDOll'O\\,
this will be m) final column. I decided to dedicate the majority
of this Friday"s column to some of my observations about college life in Charleston during my 4-1/2 years here:
Uke: The size and appearance of Eastem·s campus. This
campus is highly underrated in my opinion and pound-forpound is as beautiful as any campus I have been on. Many of
the old-style brick buildings have ivy growing and the Booth
Library building is quite a site to behold (until you go inside).
Also, how many campuse..-. can boast that they have a castle
on their property? This campus' small size and rectangular
shape allow for the aver.ige walker to go from one end to the
other in roughly 15 minutes.
Dislike: With the notable exception of the newly renovated
Bunard Hall, most of the class buildings, especially Coleman
Hall. arc out of date and cram~. This has not gone unnoticed by the administration, however, as new renovations for

the classrooms are wxlelway.
Unfortunately, many of the saudents currently on campus wil
long gone by the time the
of these renovatiom are seen
Like: The new presidmt.
Whoever she may be, she can
only be an improvement on
President David Joms, whose
Jack of availability and regul3'
absence from campus bas made
him a mythical figure among
dents. If Joms walked into a
full of students, most of them would have no idea who he is.
Dislike: The fact that Gov. Edgar spumed his hometown
alma matter to take a teaching position at the U of I. Whatever
happened to giving back to the community where one originates? If Edgar had taken the job as president. he would have
gonen pretty much anything he wanted for the university and
Eastern, and Charleston, indirectly. would have benefited
Dislike: The fact that ~me. but by no means all, of the
community appear to resent the influx of college students
(incidentally, a case in point can be found on Ninth Stree1,
nonh of Lincoln, where an excellent example of Frrst
Amendment rights is displayed). Many students who I talk
"ho live off campus complain bitterly about residents
the police over minor incidents like noise or too many an
you have a complaint about something, don't call the polire.
Get to know your neighbor by ao;king him personally to
do\lm the stereo, or move the car or whatever.
Residential-student relations would improve so much if ·
boo> g()( to know each other before a police report is ,filed.
Like: Finally. here's to the Uptowner. the best damp.
on campus hands-down. You can have your Mom's,
Marty's and please, take Ike's, but for quality and price rl
drinks and overall aunosphere, the Uptowner has no eq
A weekend is not a weekend without a trip to that bar
"where everybody knows your name."
• Brett Koppen is a senior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address 1s
cubk3@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author

"I decided
to dedicate the
majority of this
Friday's column
to some of my
observations
about college life
in Charleston:'

The weeklong vacation away from school costs
only $100. probably $4.000 less than you would
spend in the Caribbean. and includes the price of
your stay. transportation and most of your food.
If you procrastinate and don't register by Feb. 2.
many of the first-choice locations may be taken
and the cost will be raised to $105. So get off the
couch or push-in bed, depending on your housing
situation, and go help build a house for someone
else to sit on a couch in.
• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
Light seeking light doth light of light beguile.
William Shakespeare,
Enghsh dramatist and poet, 1564-1616

Express your feelings
to those you care about

Your
turn
Letters to the editor

I'm writing this letter simply to ask
anyone who reads it for their thoughts
and prayers. Last Thun.day morning I
woke up to a surprise phone call from
my girlfriend. who goes to Wisconsin
Lutheran College in Milwaukee. She
told me she was calling from my
lobby. I didn't believe her at first, but
decided to check anyway. Sure
enough, there she was with the biggest
smile she's ever had. All week long I
had been complaming ot what a dull
weekend I was going to have and how
much I missed her. So early Thursday
morning she borrowed her friend's car
and drove down to visit.
Her plan was to stay until Saturday
afternoon. Her friend needed the car
back by I 1 a.m. Sunday. By Saturday
we were in the midst of our best weekend together ever. We were having
such a good time that she called her
friend and asked if she could stay

another night. Her plan would then be
to leave early Sunday morning so she
could still get him the car by 11 a.m.
He agreed. So the rest of the night we
spent talking and the topic of shopping
for engagement rings even came up.
At about 3 a.m. she decided that
she was not going to fall asleep and
maybe she should leave then and beat
the traffic. I was not in favor of that
decision and told her to get at least a
few hours of sleep before she hit the
road At about 6: 15 am. she woke up
and we said our final goodbyes. I told
her to stay awake and drive safely.
Mostly imponantly. I told her that I
loved her.
Roughly three hours later the phone
rang and that is when my life changed.
The guy she had borrowed the car
from informed me she had been in a
one-car accident just outside

Champaign and she wac; having
~urgery. I got to the hospital to find
she was in a coma and had suffeml
some brain injuries. My girl was
good shape.
A few days have passed and she
still unconscious and not very
sive. The extent of her head inj ·
are not for sure and she will face
extensive plastic surgery. All I am
ing is that at some point during
busy days or in between studying
fmals, if you could maybe think
Annette for a few seconds and
her in your thoughts. She needs
prayers she can get. And for all
guys reading this, please take ca
your girlfriend and don't let the •
petty problems get in the way.
believe me. you just don't reali1.e
special they are until something
this happens. Please Jet them
now.

... And visiOns of

•

-f l6
d"Jalme hodge and amy thon
Staff editors

I

f you squint hard enough,
it almost looks like strings
of pixies swirling softly
und a Christmas wonder-

d.

The lights beckon you, whether on
foot or slowly traveling spellbound in
your car. The path smoothly flows
through the brilliant twinkling lights.
You can't help but wander trance-like
through it, pausing only to look to each
side in perfect admiration for the true
luster of the afterglow.

..,. ,'

•

s

I

danced
in their ·heads
I

And at the end, when you shake 'ltN'aY the startling reverie, a
man waits, smiling; holding out a candy cane and a bucket waiting to ring with dollars and quarters donated in appreciation for
the free spectacle.
"Did you like itl" he asks with a broad smile.
In continuing a six-year tradition, Mattoon's Peterson Park.
located on Broadway Avenue west of the Cross Country Mall,

will be radiant with holiday light displays for the annual Festival
of Lights.
.
Robert Couch, who has volunteered through the Lyons Club
to be one of those smiling men at the end of the trail, said
everyone "from little kids to great-great-grandparents" come
down to see the display.
"There's some of them that have been little kids that are only
see
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The personal perspectives of Matt Fear...

Nowise

i~:

f/a#UI~
7. . ~
410 7th St.

on Christmas.
HO HO HO! 'Tis the season for giving, the
season for receiving and the season for good
cheer! I realize if I talk about Christmas, then I'd
have to talk about Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, Yule,
Winter Solstice and somehow cover Buddhism
as well. So here is the deal - I'm going to use the
term "Christmas" as a general, non-denominational word that refers to the season we are cur·
rently in.
The major thing that sets this holiday apart
from all the rest is peopl~ actually start getting
ready for it before Thanksgiving. I have seen
Christmas commercials for annoying little toys
as early as the first day of November. I'll tell ya
one thing - if Santa does exist he has stock in
Mattel.
Even though Christmas is supposed to be the
season of giving, it does bring out the violence in
people. An example of this would be the day
after Thanksgiving. Now I want to know who
decided the day after Thanksgiving should be the
biggest shopping day of the year? Did the
Council of Christmas Shoppers get together at
their secret headquarters in WalaWala, Wa. and
decide there would be one day when masses of
crazed parents will pillage any store that has a
Furby? Someone told me a story about two
crazed women duking in out in front of Toys 'R'
Us, of all places, for a parking spot. That gives a
whole new meaning to the old carol "Deck the
Halls."
I suppose I should give you some gift ideas
for thP. faQ11·1y member 'hat has eveething.
l~·;.h•l·~ 'th' e ng
. ht ,,g1... ft ~s
......
l/.'ct1'~
v oosmg
very
n1cu.. 1 'I·m th'1s
time of Beanie babies and Furbles. ahO I feel it is
my duty to help you see past these pointless pre·
sents and find gifts with true meaning behind
them.
Usually nothing says "I love you" more than a
pound of ground chuck, but in this era of vege-

hey, we are college students. Santa would understand.
Since we have an entire month off for this
wonderful holiday, there are so many other
things you could do to make your break just a little bit more exciting. Such as: see how many
plastic Santas you can collect off of people's
lawns. Pegging carolers with rockfilled snowballs is always fun for the entire family (if you
are the Manson family). Getting a part-time job
also helps in keeping the Christmas break exciting, so get out there and find a job, ya lazy bum.
Oh, and don't forget, nothing helps the break go
by more swiftly than copius amounts of liquor.
That wraps up (no pun intended) my thoughts
on Christmas, but I did want to take some time
to talk about a couple of other things.
This is the last column in the "How I see it..."
series, but fear not; I will be back next semester
to entertain and perplex you. I just wanted to
send a few words of thanks to those that have
helped me make this column one of the funniest
damn columns that was ever written. (OK, so I
exaggerate just a little ... so sue me!)

Special Thanks
First and foremost to Jaime Hodge, the one
that keeps me from saying things like Sh@t and
F*#k. I would also like to thank Christy
"Schmuck" Kilgore for contributing to the wit
and humor of my column
Doug, Denny and Joe for just being three
crazy guys. Jill. Karen and Courtney for just
being three crazy women.
Misty, Jen, Jill and Vicky for being my own
personal harem (Yeah Baby!).
Adrian, my No. 1 fan. and everyone else out
there that is swearing under their breath because
I forgot to mention their names ... I LOVE YOU
GUYS'

tarians. we need something a little more politi-

cally correct. So why not try something you can
buy from your local "Save the Planet" store? You
also might want to try something from the nearest "Buy lots of crap for a dollar" store. Here you
can buy something for everybody and not spend
over $20. What more could you want?
Something made by your own two hands will
most likely please anyone in your immediate
family. If you are smart and saved all the macaroni mozaics you made in fifth grade, you could
just give them out to those relatives who can't
see so well. Sure, it sounds very cheap - but

November
Reg. Bed Specials
*3 for $10
·30 days unlimited$50
Superbed Specials
·10 for $40
•30 days unlimited $80

Cbarl..toa, n.
217-348-0018

Where the sun never sets
Large clean salon, friendly &
informed staff, CD players,
lotions, extended hours. open
7 days a week
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What's Coo!On
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(2egs. 2bacon allc:ea. toast &: coffe $3.00)
Sat open Sam--Spm

I Ne,;FiO;"kSt;ienn&;gels!
formerly known as
Topper's Pizza

Disclaimer:
Although Matt Fear has the appearance of
Greek god and a quick wit that is envied by
many, he is only a columnist. You may send
hate mail, nudie pictures, proposals of marriage
and or constructive comments on next
semester's column to mfear@hotmail.com.
Please support your school's RUGBY teams
(YOU GUYS I WOMEN ROCK!) Remember to
have stupid people spayed or neutered. Have a
nice day!
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o years old, and we've had great-great-grandparents,
" Couch said. "Some of the local nursing homes come
ugh and church groups (go through the trail) too."
From a local dentist's smiling tooth display to the normal
· ity scene favored across the world, the festival runs the
ut of using captivating light displays that share bits of
noon's character with those who venture through the park.
This year's display, which runs from 5 to I0 p.m. every
t through Dec. 26, even offers something different for
se who explored the park's display last year. Animation
been added to several of the old displays to make them
re attractive, said Lois Love, the interim director of the
ociation of Commerce.
And most of them entwine Christmas with the everyday
r of Mattoon co serve up a new twist on a normal holidisplay.
We all know Santa may like to eat cookies and milk that
ildren leave out for him on Christmas Eve, but what
ut pizzas? The Villa Pizza in Mattoon, created a light disthat has Santa tossing pizzas with elves around him
tically trying to catch the pizzas in white cartons.
Perhaps another interesting display is the one that disls the myth of how Santa manages to fly around the
rid in one night to deliver presents to everyone on
h. As seen by the Marathon/Subway display. Santa is
tiently waiting as his sleigh is pumped with premium. Hey
nothing less than the best for the man in the big red suit.
Another creative exhibit is that of Central Illinois
ical Therapy, which has elves grinding the wheels of a
dy cane factory and then loading them up onto a train,
piece with flashing wheels.
The displays are masterfully executed and enchanted a
mber of smiling wonderland adventurers.
Mattoon resident Tammy Farris's two sons, Dakota, 7, and
ez. 5, conceded with a smile to driving her boys through
park twice because they wanted to see the displays again.
MThe boys are excited and they want to come back
ugh," Farris shrugged, grinning broadly at Couch.
Couch squinted at the two boys. who smiled widely
en he reached over to the boys with candy canes and a
ristmas grin.
The Farrises thanked him enthusiastically, dropped some
ey into the collection bucket. and drove off through
park again.

-· •

Ragtime

from page tb

Percussion concert
featues 'spicy' Latin,
pop arrangements
d'JJalme hodge
Verge editor

''

Photo by Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
A Christmas tree delicately flows to the ground in a sweeping cascade of
twinkling lights. Many local companies chose to contribute to the Festival
of Lights in Mattoon by providing luminous, beautiful displays of Santa
Claus, Christmas trees and other holiday symbols.
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ill Murry show up for a gig?
4' Jessica sedgwlck
Associate Verge editor

A south suburban, coffeehouse funk
d Saturday will fill Zorbas with soulimprovisational jazz and rock for its
rleston debut.
"It's really just a rock and a funk thing.
e improvise a lot. We often don't
what we're doing," said percusnist Mat Scorpelli, the only Eastern
ent in the Orland Park-based band.
The Matt Murry Seven is actually
prised of four musicians, not seven
the rather ironic name implies. The
nd also fools its audience with its
me because Matt Murry, also an
em student, Is not in the band.
"A lot of people know him. He's a
I guy and nobody knows us, so we
ided to name (the band) after him:•
orpelli said. "It's kind of a joke."
The one thing that is no joke is the
'ginality this funk bunch plans to give
audience. Unlike many other bands,

It's rag time minus the horn section.
The Percussion Ensemble, Marimba
Orchestra, Rag Band, Latin Percussion
Ensemble and Conga Quintet will perform
a variety of favorite holiday tunes and spicy
arrangements of latln and pop music for
their winter percussion concert.
Two percussion concerts are planned for
every semester, said Percussion Instructor
Peter Alan Hussey. This concert is the second this semester and pays tribute to the
head of the percussion department. professor johnny Lft Lane.
The first concert took
place in September.
"This whole year
is Professor Lane's
25th year here, so
but
every concert is kind
of a celebration of his
time here at Eastern,''
Hussey said. "At each
concert, we have
some alumni that
have been percussion
majors before, and a
lot of the time they
come up and talk

this band is shy on the vocals and prefers
to fills the room with guitars and different percussion, such as congas, bongos,
cow bells and tamborine.
"It's just four guys playin'," Scarpelli
said. "We also don't play a lot of covers
like a lot of other bands ... People will
hopefully dig it and want to move to it."
What Matt Murry Seven will play is
two hours of non-stop, improvisational
tunes that aren't afraid to get a little jazzy.
"There are some laid-back mellow
jams that groove and some up-tempo
rock," Scarpelli said. "But we have a
strong element of jazz. It's very rhythmic
more than melodic:•
The zany Zorbas crowd will be a
change from Matt Murry Seven's hometown scene, where the 8-month-old
band has made a name for itself at a local
coffeehouse called Mojo's.
The band ultimately hopes to someday squeeze its way into the Chicago jazz
scene, where the music means more to
the audience than anything else.

"We'd like to eventually play at a place
where people aren't there to see a stage
show but are there for the music and not
to see if are girls there," Scarpelli said.
Matt Murry Seven's influences - Martin
Wood, Sting and the Grey-Boy Allstars may propel the band to inlude horns with
their improvisational music.
"We have yet to incorporate horns in
our band. We haven't been able to do
the distance:· Scarpelli said. "We don't
know a lot of people who want to do
what we're doin:"
However, the band may have Matt
Murry jump on stage and help these
improvisational wizards in their jam session with a little bit of his guitar stylings.
The name might not be a farce after all.
Other band members include singer
and guitar player Jon Scarpelli, drummer
Mark Carleson and bassist Tim Smyth.
The band will be flaring up with funk at 9
p.m. Sarurday at Zorbas, 61 S Monroe Ave.
There is a cover charge of $1. All ages are
invited to attend.

about him and .,....
some sort cf rJft."
for this concert.
the guests Include
Glenn Shaft of
Youn1stown State
University,
Wes
Russel from the Joliet
School system and
Sam Denov. percussionist for the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra
from 1950-1985.
In addition to playln1 arrangements of
..Deck the Halls" and

It's all
ragtime
music
using
marimbas and
xylophones.
It's an
opportunity
for us and for
them to
perform so-we
give them

educational
\iterature that
helps them

learn."

-Peter Alan
Hussey,
percussion
instructor

WW. Wish You A Merry Christmas,'' the
premiere piece ..Between-the Unes," by
Lynn Glusock. wUI be pa.,ed. Hussey said.
The concert will also Jeature senior
xylophone soloisa Craig Yarger and Amin

Gumbs. Both haY8 been playing percussion
for many years and will perform wiCh the
Rae Band. The groups have been pncddJ1g
one hour each day for fNe dars a week for
about tw0 months, Hussey said.
"It's all ragtime music but uslns mlrimbas
and xylophones," Hussey said. "Between
(lane and ~) we pick (the music) out. It's an
opportunity for us and for them to perform
so we tJve them educadonal literature that
helps them learn:'
The concert is at 7:30 p.m. today In the
Dvorak Concert Hall. Admission is $3 for
adults $2 for swdents, senior citizens and
children.

ree

tree
tree

-s2
l8

345-2380

34&-2880
328-5012
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Happy Anniversary, Astronauts
Astronauts celebrate one year anniversary with special Christmas show
dJalice hosty
Associate Verge editor
A bunch of slick beatniks will redefine
Martini Monday by tapping out their
space-age lounge tunes - complete with
the likes of a raunchy chicken grabber and
some wacky home decor - for your
funkadelic listening pleasure.
Straight from the swinging 'SOs pop
scene to the stage at Friends & Co. hail
the Astronauts, performing the two
bawdy songs on their first 45-inch vinyl
release and some unique takes on classic
holiday tunes.
The Astronauts' Christmas show will
not only showcase some holiday favorites ,
but also promote the February release of
their singular sensation that features the
songs " Kookie's Mad Pad" and "Chicken
Grabber."
"'Kookie's Mad Pad' is about a bachelor
pad and all the accessories in it,"
Astronauts keyboardist Jon Kostal said.
"The lyrics include all the things Kookie
has collected - blue suede drapes, alpaca
lamp shades, plaid light bulbs, wall-to-wall
televisions, an overstuffed with feathers
from birdland and a stereophonic telephone.
"'Chicken Grabber' is a completely different take. It's a darker, dirtier tune about
someone who keeps grabbing chickens."
The Astronauts' style is a lounge mix of
all types of music, including jazz, '50s pop,

Photo courtesy of John Kostal
The Astronauts - space-age jazz band with lascivious intents - will perform two of their trademark
tunes, uKookie's Mad Pad" and "Chicken Grabber," at their Christmas show at 10 p.m. Monday at
Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren Ave. The show celebrates the holiday spirit as well as the February
release of the band's first record.
lV show themes, rhythm and blues, Cha
Cha, Mambo, crime jazz and swing.
"Picture a swanky club with everyone
dressed up:' Kostal said. "Women in formal evening gowns and men in classy suits
with martinis and cigarettes and the whole

deal - that's our style."
Wrap that style into such tunes as "Mele
Kalikimaka" and "Jingle Bells," which have
been thrown into the eclectic mix to celebrate the season and commemorate the
one-year anniversary of the band's first gig at

Friends & Co.
Kostal co-founded the band in 1997
with Walt Howard, who wails the tenor
saxophone for the band's outrageous~
innovative tunes.
Along the way, they have picked up
guitarist Doug Strahan and bassist Brian
Vose, Katie Schmied playing flute and
piccolo, Ryan Snowden on the trumpet
Dave Jolley on the drums and Peter Alan
Hussey on the percussion.
"When we got together, we wanted co
do something new and different,'' Kost31
said. "We wanted to make this type of
space-age, bachelor pop music known to
a number of people and provide a fu
atmosphere and get the audience
involved."
Kostal's name for the band came from
the early '60s, when America was "sendif1
stuff into space and everything." CraZ)
musical arrangements from famous corn,
posers of the time period were recently
coined as "space-aged pop music," by jour·
nalists, so the Astronauts seemed a per·
feet symbol of the era.
Since their debut on Dec. B last yw.
the Astronauts have developed a loyal fol·
lowing who never leave a show unhappy.
thanks, in part, to the high energy level d
their unique and enthralling perfor·
mances.
The "great wild , shindig" begins at 10
p.m. Monday at Friends & Co., 509 Va
Buren Ave. There is no cover and yOG
must be 21 years of age or older to enter
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Everlasting
oodbye, Dali Former
House of Pain

offeetalk performance final show for
o members of local comedy troupe
Wednesday for most of this
semester, a gig they will continue
next semester as well. "We're
really excited to continue performing at Zorbas," Cady said.
Although the Wednesday performance was the group's official
Christmas show, there might be
enough of the holiday spirit left
in Hello Dali to spread some
Christmas cheer to their audience.
" We might have a visit from
old St. Nick," Fear hinted, waggling his eyebrows. "But we will
be focusing more on the bon
voyage of two of our members
than on a Chnsanas show."
This show will be a special
one for the members of Hello
Dali. It will mark the last performance for two of the members,
Bryan Grossbauer and Melissa
Stafford. Hello Dali has already
chosen four new members during this semester. Joe Almanza,
Phil Ash, Debbie Donovan and
Sarah Butcher have all become
members of the group.
The rest of Hello Dali is currently comprised of Grossbauer,
Fear, Cady. Stafford, Maureen
Raftery and Shawn Connors.
"Come to see Big Poppa,"
Fear said. "It will be like
Christmas on extreme amounts
of heroin. It's going to be fast
impromptu; it's going to be highpaced chaos at high volumes.
"Since this is the farewell

Jim ryan and Jaime hodge
Staff writers
"Faster, pussycat! We're like
k Floyd on viagra," said senior
llo Dali member Brian
ossbauer. "Come for the
ts. stay for the action."
Curious? Well, that's the point.
llo Dali is bringing its zany
or to Coffeetalk at I0 p.m.
y at Stevenson Dining Hall.
Hello Dali is Eastern's own
romptu comedy troupe. It
s been bringing its un ique
d of humor to locations on
off campus all year.
We're like ' I love Lucy' meetS
s," said senior member Matt
This will be the group's first
earance at Coffeetalk this
ar, although Hello Dali has
rformed at Coffeetalk since
event's inception a year ago.
The group draws much of its
piration from the audience,
ich catcalls suggestions for
tines, occupations, locations
common household phrases,
said.
Sophomore Dali member Dave
urged audience members to
e vocally prepared with sugtions for the group to use in
r skits: "Be vocal, and that will
it more fun," Cady said.
Hello Dali has been performa t Zorbas every other
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member resurfaces
41!dan ochwat

Take a raspy. rugged rhyme
style - harmonize it. add some
heavy bass lines, record
scratching and acoustic guitars
- and you have "Whitey Ford
Sings the Blues.''
The latest solo album from
Everlast. formerly of the Irish
rap group House of Pam, is pnmarily a rap album. although a
few tracks really stand out with
harmonized blues singing and
the smooth sound of an acousoc guitar.
The first single. "What It's
Like," which has been topping
the charts all over the country, has recently been made
an MTV "buzz clip," the
largest honor that MTV can
give a song.
It is the funkiest song about
poverty I have ever heard. The
song looks at empathy for a
range of people down on their
luck and speaks about, "what
it's like to walk a mile In their
shoes."
The third track on the
album, "Ends," Is a catchy
acoustic track with a pumping
bass line. as ts "Get Down."
Everlast is not the best rapper. but he is good, especially
with help from rappers like
Sadat X. Casual and E-Swift.
The best rap crack is tided.
"Funky Beat." which features
genuine rap flow from both

' ' We might have a visit
from old Saint Nick.
But we will be focusing more
on the ban voyage of two of
our members than on a
Christmas show."
- Matt Fear,
senior Hello Dali member
show, we're doing a lot of
favorites: the emotional orchestra, party quirks and we're doing
conducted gripes. We're bringing
in some new stuff as well. We're
sorry to announce that we will
not be performing the bucket
game."
But for those who feel no
show is complete without seeing
half the troupe's members soaked
from the neck up, you still won't
leave yearning for more.
"Hello Dali is zany, yet intelligent humor that will leave your
lungs lying on the floor from
laughing so much," Cady said.
"Come out to the show and destress before finals . Instead of
spending money at the bars, you
can come laugh and have a good
time for only a swipe of your
meal card."
Bring your oxygen masks at
I 0 p.m . today to Stevenson
Dining Hall. Admission is $1.
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Sadat X of the classic group
Brand Nubian, and Casual, a
member of my favorite rap
troop the Hieroglyphics.
Everlast gives the track "7
Years" ska-like feel by singing
the blues, playing the piano
and several guitars. The horns
blend well into a song with
lyrics like "doin' my baby
wrong," and "lord won't you
please bring my baby home."
Everlast has a wide range of
styles on the album, Including a
love song utled "The letter,"
in which Everlast shows his
romantic side by reaching out
to a lost love.
A couple of tracks use
heavy electric guitars. "Hot to
Death" jams with a heavy
sound that 1s sickeningly similar to "Shine" by Collective
Soul, although he cranks out a
much better version.
Everlast has entered into an
altogether dreaded music scene
and managed to supply a fresh,
funky album.
The album answers all the
needs for music with a blues,
rock and rap feel - but it does
not answer why the great
Yankees pitcher 1s singing the
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Blues.

'Whitey Ford Smgs the Blues"
Everlast
Tommy Boy Records
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

$1500 weekly potential malling
our circulars. No experience
required. Free Information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENTWorkers
earn
up
to
$2.000+/month (w1t1ps & bane·
fits). World Travel! Land-Tour
jobs
up
to
$5 ,000$7,000/summer. Ask us how!
517-336-4235 Ext. C57381 .

GOING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS? If home IS in Chicago
or the suburbs and a TOP PAYING OFFICE POSITION 1s
what YOU want for your wmter
break, call PAIGE PERSONNEL SERVICES The Office
Slatting Specialists. $8.50 •
$15.00 PER HOUR. General
Office, Reception. Customer
Service ,
Data
Entry,
Accounting, Computer Projects
& Administrative. Immediate
full-time, part-time day or
evening positions are available
through our twelve convenient
locations: Skokie, Hinsdale,
Elmhurst, Rolling Meadows,
Vernon Hills, Mundelein ,
Crystal Lake, Des Plaines,
Orland Park, Elgin and Lisle.
Call toll free now from school or
visit
our
website
at
www.pa1gepersonnel.com or
call 1-888-557-2443.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/14
Volunteers
needed
for
HIV/ AIDS
&
Sexual
Responslblllty Awareness
Campaign Planning Commmee.
Meetings are held at 5:00 p.m.
on Thursdays. Any questions
call Sarah at 581-7786.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 12/14

Press room help needed next
semester. Hours 10 p.m. - 2
Apply at Student
a.m.
Publications business office •
1802 Buzzard Hall. Extra
hours available.

1 room efficiency apt. (like a dorm
single) with kitchen and bath.
SmaU, efficient, reliable, economical . 5 month , 2nd semester
lease available. S270 plus alee.
C21 Wood, Jrn Wood, 345-4489.
~------~12/14
PRICE REDUCED!! ONLY
$300/MONTH FOR A HUGE 2
BR APARTMENT. Quiet tenants only! NO PETS! NO
PARTIES! Secunty deposit and
6 month lease required. Call
345-6759 and leave message.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _12/14
2 BR apartment for spring
semester. Quiet, safe location
close to campus. Call CAMPUS RENTALS at 345-3100
between 4 - 9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
LARGE 3 BEDROOM FUR·
NISHEO APTS. FOR LEASE
EITHER WINTER OR SPRING
SEMESTERS. CALL·345-3664
AFTER 4:00 P.M.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 12111
Close to Campus, Nice 1 BR
Apartment, Available Dec.
Negotiable Terms.
Heat ,
Water, Trash, Coin Laundry,
Incl. 246-2121 .

New loft apartment. Three bed,
three student apt. Available
now. Central air, Jennalr gnll,
skyhghts. On the square. Call
345-2702 or 345-9139.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/13
1 BR APT AVAILABLE FROM
JANUARY, $350. FURNISHED,
CALL DAVE 348·1025 OR
CONTACT CENTURY 21 AT
345-4489.

~~~~---~12114

HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
NEED SOME CHRISTMAS
CASH? CALL CAREERS USAI
MAKE TOP $$$, GAIN EXPERl ENCE & OFFICE SKILLS
WORKING ON TEMP ASSIGNMENTS IN THE NW & W. SUBURBS OF CHICAGO. GREAT
PAY l!t CALL TODAY TO
SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW847-843-2222:SCHAUMBERG
OR 630-971-3333=LISLE .
CAREERS USA EMPLOY·
MENT SERVICES
-------~12114
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED.
RGIS INVENTORY SPECIAL·
ISTS OPENINGS FOR PERMANENT PART TIME POSITIONS. PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION REQUIRED. We
offer: Paid training, start at
$9.00/hr., daytime, evening and
weekend hours, anytime hours,
local teams in your area, medical benefits, advancement
opportunities, 20+ hours possible. For an interview please
call: (630) 434-0398 or (800)
390-3371 . Equal Opportunity
Employer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Need caring individuals to work
midnight-a shift Friday &
Saturday In group home setting. Add'I hours 1f desired.
Apply at 1701 18th St.
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Alpha House seeks motivated
people to work with individuals
with developmental disabilities
in a g roup-home setting .
Excellent opportunity for those.
in Spec. Ed. Psych, "Ther
Recreation, or related fields.
We provide the training if your
provide the motivation. Apply
at 170118th St. Charleston.
'-:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
Pizza maker wanted part or full
time, apply in person after 4
p.m., Pagliai's, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Advertising Reps needed at the
Dally Eastern News. Must be
motivated and interested in
sales. Apply at 1802 Buzzard.
12114

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and children with developmental disabilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING. NIGHT. and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
is provided. Apply at CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston,
E.0.E._
_____ IL
_61920.
___
_514
ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and children with developmental disabilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
1s provided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E.
12/14
Looking for career minded individuals for sales positions. NO
COLO CALLING!! SALES
LEADS PROVIDED!! Unique
opportunity for the right individual. Make money while still in
college with little time output.
Established company. Benefits
provided. Any major. Send
resume to: Human Resources
Dept.,
P.O. Box 892,
Charleston, IL 61920.
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Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under ClassifatJOO of:- - - - -Expiration code
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Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Ad to read:

-~----~~12114

Brian's Place, night club needs
part time bartenders and waitresses. Apply in person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151 .
------~-12/11

Adoptions
Loving Caucasian couple hoping to adopt a baby. We will
provide your child with a good
home and all the love, care,
patience, understanding, guidance. and support throughout
life that you would expect us to.
Without a child our lives are
incomplete. We realize you
have a choice and beg you
please let it be us. Call collect
Judy & Alan 773-229-0691 .
_ _ _ _ _____1/15

For rent
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345·2231 .
~-~--~-~ 12114

SPRING SEMESTER. NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM·
PUS. AVAILABLE JANUARY
1ST FOR 3 FEMALES. 820
LINCOLN ST. 348·7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
All new apt. mid-town Mattoon,
2br. w/vaulted ceiling, carpet,
A .C., water, trash p.u. Inc.
$475 mo. Ref. 348-8406.
---------~12/14
Rooms for Rent-Women Only.
Next semester and Fall 99
Large House Fully Furn. 1blk
from union. $230.99 mo. Inc
util & A/C,
House-3455692/Pat Novak (630) 789·
3772.
12/14
S_P_R_l_N_G_S_E_M_E_S_T_E_R""1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS IN
OLOETOWNE. CALL 3456533.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _12114
1 BR Apartment for 1 person.
Available now or Dec/Jan thru
July 1999. Modern bldg., furnished, ale, coin laundry, $350
per month plus elec. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
~--.,.---:--c~..,....--12114

2 bedroom fully furnished
apartment on Llncoln Ave.
Available January 99. Call 3480157 for appointment.

~-------12/11

One bedroom apartments for
1999 school year. All utilities
paid. Unfurnished. NO PETS!!
NO PARTIES!! Quiet, mature
people only. Good location.
$385/month. Call 345-6759
leave message.

-----~~~12114

Small, 2 bedroom house with
carport and storage building.
Washer and Dryer hookup.
Available January 1st. Call
348-7894.
~--~~---12111

One bedroom apartment on the
square. Carpeted, central air,
new appliances, available
January 1. $350 per month,
secunty deposit required. Water
and trash paid. 345-4010.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12·14
Fall 99, 5 bedroom, very close
to campus.
No pets .
S1125/month. 345-5037.
----~---------12/14
AVAILABLE FOR FALL '99. 1,
2 , & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.
~~~~~~~~~514

Two & three bedroom apartments 1 block north of Domino's.
Remodeled with washer and
dryer. Fall '99. Call 348-8792.

--------~12/14

~---~~--12/14

27 When Earth Day M Normandy city
IS
57 Popular shooter
1 Re-establish
30 "Dynasty" actor 58 "As I Lay Oymg·
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Michael
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1 s They were first
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equipment
given 1n 1956
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11 First name at
38 They're counted
DOWN
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winner
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implement
to stone
purpose
~ John L. Lewis
4 Hockey femts
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5 Kind of shake
Patriot, for short
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1 Romano source
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7 0eny
movies
so Robt a Writer"s
22 They begin in
prerogative
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10 Old polit entities
24 Aerostar. e g
words?
11 Wreck
54 Dillon. for one
25 Entree
12 Uncle Ben·s
product
13 -breve
--..~-.-..... 14 lmrtat1on
morocco
23 tfromrre

5 bedroom house for fall (
mer possible). $850
month . Pets possible.
345-2730.

________1

2 - 3 people needed. C
air, trash, washer/dryer,
washer, 2 full baths. $166
person. Call 345-5123.

________,

4 BDRM House for gr
rental-Available Fall '99.
per person, 5-6 occupants.
mo. Lease. Located at
Harrison.
Call_(217)
897____
__
_ 1211
3 BDRM House available
Fall '99. $210 per person
occupants, 12 mo. lea
Located at 811 N. 4th
(217) 897-6266.
Apt. at 411 Hamson, av
Fall '99 , 12 mo. lease.
Studio. S250 per month,
1 bedroom. $325 per m
Large 2 bedroom $525
month. Call (217} 897-6266
_ __ _ _ _ _ _1

SPRING 1999: NO LEA
FREE FOOD, UTILmES,
ORY. FURNISHED ROOM
NS FEMALE. CALL F
INTERVIEW. 345-1284.

-------~1

II pays to advertise in the
Eastern News. Make your
Buzzard to place your ads t

~-~~~~~~12111

CampusClips

Available Spring Semester. 2
bedroom close to campus.
Washer/Dryer.
No pets.
$400/month. 345-5037.
2nd floor available in a nice res·
idenlial home. 2 BR apartment
with loft space. Located four
blocks from campus. Available
Spring Only. Contact Jim at
345-5822.
----~---12/14
Storage as low as $30 per
month. 348·7746.
~-------12/14
On the square N-side, 4 person
beautiful apartment with sky
light & loft . Water. trash, &
heat incl. $215 each. Call 3487733 or 856-3549.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
1 BR large furnished apt. located 743 6th St. nice! Also available, large 2 bedroom apt.
Avail. now. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127. $355 per month.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Fall 5,4,3, & 2 bedroom houses
and brand new 2 bedroom
apartments. Close to campus.
Call 348-5032.

For Rent

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER . Mass on Sund
December 13, at 11 a.m. and 9 p.m. in Colem
Auditorium.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse tonight from 9
to 1 a.m. in the Basement of the Wesley Foundation,
4th Street. Last chance this year to PART Y at
Lighthouse! A good way to say "Merry Christmas•
good-bye to your friends.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. C
Practice tonight at 6 p.m. in the Fine A rts Building-in
basement, Room 013. All choir members need to
BETA ALPHA PSI. Dinner with KPMG today at 5 p.m.
Stix. Professional dress required.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All ciips
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clp
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline for Friday, Sa
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is
ible or contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN.
may be edited for available space.

ACROSS

--+=+-.;...+;"'-I

53
56
58
PuzzobyJmP·we

50
51

20 ce ts pe word t y d ns 14 cents pc word each consoo
utive day theres er Students With va d ID 15 cents per word f rst
day 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word min mum
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves t.'le r.ght to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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31 Tap sites

32 Have a table for
one

45 Have a

stana on
4a "There's
every crowd!"

needed to sublease
2 bedroom apartment
EIU.
Call CAMPUS
at
345-3100
ALS
n4 -9 p.m.
for
ssor
needed
WSummer '99. Close to
us-1415 10th St. Apt. 1.
imonth.
Please call
y at 348-0054 for more
lion.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
le sublessor needed for
ring '99. Own room in
. 1528 2nd Street. Call
lie. 348-6248.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
ESSOR NEEDED FOR

99. Nice house close to
s, very affordable. Call
26 for information.
.__ _ _ _ _ _12111
females needed. House
to campus. Own phone
washer and dryer. For
Semester '991 Call 348·
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
ssor needed for Spring
4 bedroom house, own
m, really nice, fully furNear
campus.
month. Call 345-1233.
.,__ _ _ _ _ _12111
r needed for Spring.
room In house next to
s. WID $230. Call Thad
348-6602.
..,__ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
or needed for Spring
Share house with 5 others.
room. Water, electric and
month paid. Call Tris at
78.
.__ _ _ _ _ _12114
lessors needed. Low util·
Close to campus. Own
m. $170.00 per month.
Tina 345-9210 and leave a

ge.
val a

. p

e

or

Roommates

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

Female Roommate needed for
Spring 99 in Brand New 7th St.
Apts. Low Rent. Call 3456863.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

The Ladies of Tri-Sigma would
like to wish everyone the best of
luck on finals and hope that
your have an enjoyable and
safe holiday.
.-:-:---_ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Nutty and Jello-butt-you guys
are awesome. I'll miss you both
so much, thanks for everything.
KO Love and mlne-Caka.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110

ONLY $300 per month gets you
a huge 2 bedroom apartment.
QUIET BUILDINGll NO PETS &
NO PARTIES!! Security deposit
and 6 month lease required!
Call 34506759
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Thanks to all the DZ's for a
great year as president. Have a
Merry Christmas! Love-Allison.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

Thanks to all who helped and
donated at the OZ Blood Drive.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

Karyn Doane of ASACongratulations on getting lavaliered to Chris Tazellar of Sigma
Nu. Your sisters are happy for
you .
-------~12110
Nicole Kubek of ASA- Great job
as JGC delegate! You served
us well. Alpha love, your pearl
class.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

Female roommate needed for
Spring 99. Large 2 bedroom
apt. Close to campus. Call
348-0652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
A female roommate for Spring
'99 in the University Apt.
$190/month, utilities, are inlcuded. Call 2629.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
or needed for 1 Br. Apt
le for Spring semester.
to campus, $275/month.

348-0358.
lt--------12111
ssor Needed.
One
mate, own bedroom, 2
from campus, must call

1.
- - - - - - - - 1 2 114
sublessors needed for
ummer 99. Close to
s. Share with 4 others.
per •month. ~arrie at
p------.:....~1211~
or needed for 1 bedfurnished
apt.
nth. Call 345-1390.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

room spacious apt. Ideal
. Sublease Sp/Sum 99.
month. 348-5005.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
Mate roommate
Own bedroom.
r/Dryer.
$240/month.
345-4491 or 581-5n6.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
le Sublessor Needed.
close to campus. Cheap
under $200. 234·9170.
..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
or needed to live with a
in a 2BR/1 BA apt. Very
to campus. $225/mo. +
· . Available Immediately.
.,.__ __ _ _ _ _ 12114
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
fumished 4th street apartRent negotiable.
le for Spring. Call 345-

7.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

1 roommate needed tor Spring
Semester '99. 4 bedroom townhouse in Brittany Ridge. $235
per month, utilities sep. Male or
female. if interested call 3489274 and ask for Wes or Mat.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

For Sale
MTX speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. turntable.stylus
$40. 348-1769/
~-------12114
Full computer system very
cheaplll Great for word processing and spreadsheet.
Software loaded. $3501! Call
345-6759 and leave a message.
:-::--:----:-_ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
1998 Yamaha Scooter. Good
condition. Low mileage. Runs
great. Must. $500 O.B.0. Call
348-5624.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
MATIRESS. Twin-set. Quite
new. $100. 348-6611.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
1989 Mercury Cougar. runs
good & in good condition,
$2100 or best offer. 345-2098.
12114
Skis, Skateboards. guitar. All
cheap mint condition call Matt

Macintosh Quadra 630121160
computer. Apple color high resolution 13 inch RGB display,
apple extended keyboard &
desktop BUS mouse. Microsoft
express e-mall package quicker
softer. $300. 345-6253.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
95 Nissan Maxima GLE Black,
black leather interior, sun roof,
spoiler, bows CO/tape, excellent condition, 53,XXX mi.,
$16,500 or best offer. call 345·
1292 or 342-4521.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

96 Nissan 200SX/SE, white, 5
speed, 47,XXX ml., excellent
conditio.n, great gas mileage,
book value $9.600 asking
$8,600 ot best offer. Call 345·
1292 or 342-4521 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
1992 FORD EXPLORER, 4 X 4,
FULLY LOADED, CO PLAYER,
EXCELLENT
CONDITION,
$8250. CALL 348-7617. ASK
FOR REID.
:----------12111
EZ FINANCE. NEED A COMPUTER? SHORT ON CASH?
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
NATIONAL STUDENT COMPUTER SALES CAMPAIGN.
WE OFFER COMPLETE SYSTEMS & LAPTOPS! FACULTY
ALSO WELCOME! 800-3478319.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110

Personals
Make your graduation weekend
reservations for your Family at
Stix. Best Service in town.
345-7849.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 12111
MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM
TAOPI TAN, 348-8263, 10
TANS FOR $25, INCLUDES
NEW
STANOUP
ANO
SUPERBEO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

a-------12114
. Loft Style Apt . for Spring
er. Perfect for couples.
close to campus. caJI

Thanks to the old OZ exec. for
your hard work. Congrats to the
new 1998-1999 OZ officers.
You'll all do a great job.

Doonesbury

BY MIKE PETERS

0
()
()

•

Officialnotices

1~rm~110•?~,i2q3(0 '"'"'~ tr•<>n;~t4

Quiet, near park and cam·
$275/monlh. Call 348-

Good luck and we wish you the
best. Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

Be sure to place your graduation ad and tell all your friends
Congrats!! Only $10 with or
without a picture. Come to
Student Publlcatlons to place
your adl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110

STUDENT GRADE REPORTS
At the close of each grading period, Student Grade Reports are
mailed to the home addresses listed by the students - NOT the
local addre~s. Ple~se ~ sure that you have requested a change
of address with Housing 1f there has been a change in your home
address to which grades will be malled.
--Michael Taylor - Registrar

wish to re-enroll in the Student Health Insurance program for Spring
1999 may do so by completing a re-enrollment form and making
pay!11ent of $61 by Monday. January 25, 1999, before 4:30 p.m. A
']l~!T.Ym ~t..,,g~~,en:i3at%_,~9u~ o&.::angra~uate assistantship is
reqtiire&Ao qU811fy for re-enrot1ment: "Tfie"msurance:Wlu'oeconle'
effectrve when the application and the required premium are
received by the University within the deadline of January 25, 1999.
Contact the Student Health Insurance Office. second floor, East
Wing. Student Services Building or call 581-5290. PLEASE NOTE:
Dependent coverage is no longer available.
-Joyce Hackett - Medical Insurance Specialist

LORD SCHOLARSHIP NOMINATIONS

The Alumni Office is currently requesting nominations for the 1999
For a student to be considered a Fall Semester 1998 graduate ALL Livingston C. Lord Scholarship. Faculty members who desire to
nominate students for this scholarship should submit the nominagraduation requirements must be met by 4:30 p.m. on Janua~ 8,
tion(s) through his/her respective department chairs Nomination
1999: :mis meai:is any removals of incomplete, changes of grades,
forms are available from the department chairs or from the Alumni
or official transcripts of academic work from other institutions MUST
Services Offices. The deadline for receipt of nominations is
reach the Records Office by that date. If all requirements are not
met, the student should reapply for graduation for Spring Semester Monday, January 25, 1999, and must be received by 4 p.m. in
order to be considered by the election committee.
1999 no later than Monday, January 25, 1999, in the appropriate
-Char Anderson • Assistant Director of Alumni Relations
Dean's office.
-- Michael Taylor • Registrar

GRADUATION REQUIREMENT DEADLINE

ILLINOIS SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATION F9R GRADUATION
Application and reapplication for graduation for Spring Semester
1999 must be accomplished no later than the deadline of 4:30 p.m.
on Monday, January 25, 1999. The application and reapplication
forms are available in your appropriate Dean's office.
-Michael Taylor - Registrar

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Students who plan to take any work by correspondence from some
other college/university MUST have that course approved in the
Records Office prior to enrolling for the course.
-Michael Taylor - Registrar

STUDENT INSURANCE REFUND
If you are enrolled 9 hours or more Spring Semester 1999 or if you
are a graduate assistant, the Student Health Insurance fee will be
included in your tuition bill. Students who can provide evidence of
having health insurance equal to or better than the EIU Student
Health Insurance. may request the "Petition for Insurance
Exemption• fonns from the Student Health Insurance Office located
in the Student Services Building, East Wing. A copy of your insurance company's outline of coverage or a copy of your medical ID
card must be attached to the completed "Petition for Insurance
Exemption• form. January 25, 1999 is the last date these petitions
will be acx:epted for Spring Semester 1999.
-Joyce Hackett - Medical Insurance Specialist

PART·TIME STUDENT INSURANCE
Spring Semester 1999 students who are registered for 6, 7 or 8
hours as a resident students may purchase Student Accident and
Sickness insurance for the semester by obtaining an application
from Student Health Insurance located in the Student Services
Building, East Wing, and making payment prior to 3:30 p.m.
January 25, 1999, at the Cashier's window in the Business Olflce.
The cost is $61. PLEASE NOTE: Dependent coverage is no longer
available.
-Joyce Hackett - Medical Insurance Specialist

STUDENT INSURANCE RE-ENROLLMENT
Student who have flied for the EIU Student Insurance Refund and

Applications for the 1999-2000 Illinois Special Education Teacher
Scholarship are now available and may be picked up in the Office
of ~n~ Aid, Lower East Wing, SSB. Applicants must: plaR to
ma1or m Special Education or Communication Disorders &
Sciences, have graduated in the top 50 % of their high school class
be a U.S. citizen, and be an Illinois resident. Applicants must~
see~ng initial tea~er. certification and be making satisfactory academic and financial aid progress. A teaching agreement must be
signed if awarded. The application must reach the Deerfield Office
of the Illinois Student Assistance Commission (ISAC) by February
8, 1999.
-Beverly Miller • Financial Aid Advisor

UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEET·
ING
Students must formally apply for the University Admission to
Teacher Education to initiate the Selection process. This is done by
attending a University Admission to Teacher Education Meeting.
The College of Education and Professional Studies schedules
~ee~ngs each semester. The required formal application form is
d1stnbut~ and collected at the meetings, the rules and regulations
concerning selection, admission to and retention in teacher education are ~xplained. Additional required forms are also explained
and provided. Student who have not previously applied must
attend a meeting. The following meetings are available Spring
1999 to initiate the selection process:
Wednesday, January 27, 1999
Tuesday, February 2, 1999
Saturday, March 6, 1999
Tuesday, April 6, 1999
Thursday, April 22, 1999

2-2:50p.m.
6-6:50 p.m.
1-1:50 p.m.
2-2:50 p.m.
6-6:50p.m.

The next opportunity to Initiate the "Selection Process" and apply
for University Admission to Teacher Education will be during the Fall
Semester 1999. Attending this meeting is one of the required steps
for the University Admission to Teacher Education.
- Or. Douglas BowQL.· Associate Dean, College of Education and
Professional Studies

alhe
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Staff writer
They have been scaring the hell out of
parents and amazing audiences for 30
years, even though they haven't played
together in nearly 20 years.
Black Sabbath, the undeniable trendsetter for all heavy metal bands to come,
separated with vocalist John "Ozzy"
Osbourne in the early '80s after his substance abuse problems became overbearing Fans have been waiting for a reunion
ever since.
Sabbath got that chance in 1997 when
Osbourne announced that he would be hold·
mg a world tour that included many of heavy
metal's most popular performers: Pantera,
Machine Head, Type 0 Negative, Marilyn
Manson and Ony. Osbourne also announced
a special guest headliner: Black Sabbath.
Sabbath fans around the world went
crazy. Ozzfest became the summer's biggest
concert, dwarfing even the ultrapopular
Lollapallooza festival in ticket sales.
Fans where impressed by the intensity of
acts like Slayer, Pantera and Machine Head,
but none could compare to what was to
come later In the evenng.
Huge neon crosses illuminated the stage,
setting the eerie tone only Sabbath can create. The crowd was silenced as we awaited
the arrival of the beast that forever
changed the way people around the world
looked at music. As the first chord of "War
Pigs" was struck, the crowd exploded.
For nearly two hours, Black Sabbath
erased any thought in anyone's mind that
these guys were too old to rock. It abso·

...continued
The ~lybstem News - -----111111111

lut ely obliterated every band who had
played at Ozzfest.
With the use of bone-crushing rhythms,
a piercing fight show, atmospheric interludes and an energetic stage show that
would put Guns 'N' Roses to shame,
Sabbath put on the most impressive show I
have ever seen. There was no excuse short
of a death in the family to miss this show.
However. for those who missed the electricity of I997's Ozzfest. Black Sabbath has
just released Reunion. a live double disc collection of 16 of the band's most revered
tracks, mcludmg "War Pigs.'' "Fairies Wear
Boots,'' "Paranoid" and "Iron Man." The
new CO also contains two new tracks,
"Psycho Man" and "Selling My Soul."
This album is a must-have for even the
least dedicated Black Sabbath fan. This disc
proves what skeptics have feared for years;
Black Sabbath has not lost one step.
"Reunion" contains one of the most powerful live performances ever recorded.
Guitarist Tony lommi has improved his fret
work ten fold, bassist Geezer Butler remains
one of the fastest players on the market and
Ony plays the crowd like only he can.
Sabbath even manages to play tracks such
"Children of the Grave" and "Fairies Wear
Boots" better than on the original album.
"Reunion" confirms what Sabbath fans
have known all along: there are only two
kinds of people, those who love Sabbath,
and those who don't matter.

Personals

Personals

Megan Ciaccio and Katie
Gammons
of
ASACongratulations on receiving
Kappa Delta Pi honors society
In education! Keep up the
hard world Love, your sisters.
12110
Kappa Deltas-Thank your for
making Senior Sendoff so spe·
c1al. Allison, Missy. and
Barbie, I wlll miss you all.
Love in AOT, Cajka.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12110

Marc Lowry. Congratulations
on making student senate! I'm
so proud of youl Love, Darcie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
MILLER LITE NIGHT at Mike
and Stan's. Win Prizes and
Giveaways.

NEED AN HIV TEST=?

1

I

Free Anonymous Testing and Counseling

I

To Barbie Chenault of Kappa
Delta, good luck! We hope to
see you a lot next year.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12140
Kappa Delta would like to congratulate Ciara Bozarth, Nicki
Frost, Carolyn Janes, Melissa
Riley and Brenda Russell on
becoming Rho Chi s for Rush

'99.
-::---.,-----.....,----12110
Good luck to Allison, Missy.
and Kim, the graduating
Seniors of Kappa Delta. We'll
miss your guys!!
______________ 12110

11140 Lincoln 348-1232

I is available at Eastem's Health Service after hours on Thursdays I
I and at the Coles County Health Department (825 18th Street) I

I

I
I
I
I
I I
I .._
I

I

Congrats to all DZ 1999 Rho
Chrs1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

Della
Sigma
Phi·
Congratulations on your 99th
National
Anniversary!
Y.l.T.B.O.S. Bob.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Tricia Oliver ol ASA•
Congratulations for being
accepted Into John Marshall
Law _School on scholarship.
Krissy- Congrats on PX.
Love AGS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110

****
r------------------------, r<:Hi
NA Ba- ,7i 11.

Good bye & Good Luck to our
graduating Seniors! Shannon,
Di, Laura, Christen. We'll miss
you! Love your DZ Sisters.
.,...-- -...,-.,,.,...-..,....-12110
Sara N ot Sig Kap, Keep
Smiling
Have a great
Christmas.
Sigma Love,
Came.
_ _ __ _ _ _ 12110
Jamie Crockett, Shannon
O'Keefe, Ginger Rentfrow,
Amanda Schaefer of AST.
Congratulations on becoming
Rho Chi's for Rush 1999!
______________ 12110

Announcements
Need Cash We buy used
CD's, cassettes, and video
games. Sound Source Music.
258-8919
- - - - - _ _ _ _12114
Learn and Improve you grades!
Review for finals! Math,
Physics. Statisltcs, Chemistry,
Engineering, Biology, all other
sciences, Business, many
Liberal Arts core courses.
Other d sclphnes. Group tutoring In lowacity. 319-338-2251 .
---------:--~12114
#1 Spring Break Specials!
Book Early & Receive a Free
Meal planl Cancun & Jamaica
$399, Bahamas $459, Panama
City $99. 1 ·800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

---,
We
DELIVER

Everyday

: The new ORASURE testing method is used (no blood draw required) :

Lunch Bu,,elt Jlam - %pm •s.:zo... tncludu • oftdr lftk
Dinner Bu,,et • :so - apm •1.10
10°/o ott Buttet w / Student ID

I
I

E v eryday Dinner Special• served._, (2) Crab Ran.coon
or Eu R o ll ~ choice of BBQ Pork
or Chicken F r ied IUce.. ..lnclu.._ eoftdrtnk

I
I

Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site

348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce of Judy

DAVE
MATTHEWS
n

Carry Out Buffet Available

rrt.-ac llam•lOpm -

.~~:-..,.~
:.

with one topping*

:.,.:-~

$910

I

BUDGET PLEASER

I

I .,/ 14" Thin Crust w/one topping*
I ./Family Salad w/ 10 oz. dressing
I .,/ 2-Liter of~ soft drink
I

:

FOR ONLY$

I
I
I

13so

Valid on Pick Up thnJ 119/99

:9ot.
I

t

__
E_Q_U_A_D-=-o=R-:S:-P:-R-IN-G~B
R

March 11-22, Geograp
credits).
Visit An
Mountains,
Ecuado
Amazon, Volcanos, Watert
Indian mar1<ets. Est. $1,250
Air + tuition. Call Dr B
Smith
581 ·634C
cfbesCe u edu.
SPA NG BREAK '99 S
Travel Services 1s A!.
111 Student Tour Opera
Don't book with anyo~e
until you talk to us. Ca
from $599. Jamaica
$399 Panama C ty from S
Daytona Beach from St
Student Travel Serv ces
800·649-4849. WWW S'
el.com. On Campus Co::l
Catherine @ 217-581-2607
~------------121
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WE
END SPECIALS.
BUD/BUD LT 12 CANS S7
KEY LT 30 PK. $10.99
BACARDI llMON 750 $8
CAPT. MOAG. 750 $9 99
M & R ASTI $9.99"
EASTSIDE PACKAGE t81li
JACKSON AVE. 345-S"m

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _121

CASH LOANS 345-3623
Sell-Trade-Stereos, VC R
T.V.'s, C.D.'s, Jewelry e
COLES COUNTRY PA
4th and Madison.

1
Earn some extra cash
your unwanted items !I
Daily Eastern News. P
your ads in Buzzard today
pays.

Sell Your Junk 1n the
Classifleds.. .lt's gotta be
worth somethin' to
someone/

191!19

.

I

~""iC-~

I

•~{ 14'' THIN,CRUST

I

I
I
I
I

PARTYI PARTY! At R
Creek Stables Booking now
Spring Semester-Mardi
beach parties. and end ~
bashes. 348-1424. Comilg
March: PAINTBAUI

_________ ...

Hours Sun·Tburs ll•m·9pm

L------------------------~

Announcements

·-=--------==--,-,-~12110

Liz Bold. Katie Joyce Mary
Katherine Kl11ate, Melissa
Lowe Jean McKeown Cor nne
Tenda and Jen Va a of ASACongratulations on your Fall
1999 Panhellen1c Aho Chi
Positions We are so proud of
you Love, your sisters.
---12/10
Spallina- You re one of a kind.
111 miss you. Love, Brandi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

"Reunion"
Black Sabbath
Sony Music Entertainment

1

the~

Classifiedadvertisin

Powerful performances rock
Black Sabbath CD 'Reunion'
~aldertz

Verge of

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515

: HOLIDAY PLEASER\°'
I
I

GREAT FOR ANY SIZE GROUP . ,
~\

I ./TWO 14" PIZZAS (Thin Crustf
w/one topping*

./ FAMILY GARDEN SALAD
w/ 10 oz. dressing

./ ORDER OF 5 BREADSTICKS
w/ 3 oz. sauce

ALL FOR JUST

$1995

Valid on Pick Up thnJ 119199

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515

•toppings do not Include extra cheese or premium blend

50

DELIVERED
FOR 1 MORE
L 1m1ted Delivery A rea a nd Hours
A!IJV!E~fU~!E
in the Dally Eastern Newe,
or i'll eick my friende on youl

~

v
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Billy and Bonnie
want you to join them

in the 1 999 Warbler!

SA

6A
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Women try1o keep from being 'Shocked'
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer

The semester break does not
mean much to the women's basketball team as they move into the
break with the Pizza Hut Shockers
Shootout on Saturday, Dec. 19 in
Wichita where they will first be
faced against Kentucky.
Moving into their seventh game
of the season, and a record of0-2 in
the Ohio Valley Conference and 15 overall, the Panthers will have
the opportunity over the break to

improve their record and possibly
even establish their first winning
streak of I.he :)eason.
''The tournament field looks
very strong this year, with
Kentucky being the (main) university," said Wichita State head coach
Darryl Smith.
Eastern faces Kentucky first in
the tournament, as Wichita State
plays Akron. Kentucl-y has a very
talented team this season, losing by
one point to Nebraska, who is
ranked 19th in the nation.
"We're continuing to work hard

No break for swimmers
By Todd Schreiber
Staff wliter

Fmals week is something all students at Eastern dread, as most of us
drown our sorrows the weekend
before by consuming beverages.
The Eastern swim teams have
other ways to kick off their finals
week. At 1 p.m. on Saturday, the
Panthers travel to Decatur to take on
Millikin University. The men's team
comes in wilh a 2-3 dual-meet
record, while the women are 3-2.
Coach Ray Padovan expects victories out of both bis teams this weekend
'This isn't much of a meet for
us," Padovan said 'They just don't
have enough numbers to compete.
1bere will be a couple of good

races."
Padovan expects the good races
to come in the backstroke and distance freestyle events. With finals
corning up, Padovan gave the swimmers the option of not traveling to

lhe meet Although some members
will not make the trip, the Panthers
should be able to control the meet
This meet is particularly special
co one swimmer on lhe Lady
Panthers squad. Senior KeUy May
will be returning to her hometown to
compete in the last meet of her
career. May, mainly a butterflier, is
taking an internship for the spring
semester and will wrap up her career
Saturday. Padovan is hoping for
those swimmers who couldn't work
the kinks out from Thanksgiving to
do so this weekend.
"Hopefully it is a wakeup call for
some people," Padovan said.
The swimmers need to realize
that they have 10-12 days until
Florida and need to work through
then as well, Padovan said
This is the last meet for the
Panthers until they travel to the
C.Ollege Swim Forum in Florida over
the winter break. It is in Florida
where the Panthers really start working for the season.

at practice," head coach John Klein
said. "(Kentucky) will be a big
challenge, bul il's hard to tell how
we're going to do in the tournament."
With Wichita m the middle of
the Missouri Valley Conference
and Akron one of the up and coming teams in the Mid-American
Conference, both schools play for
fine, competitive conferences.
Wichita, with a record of 4-1,
has put together an entirely new
coaching staff this season. The
Shockers haven't played any con-

ference games, but Smith said they
have been very competitive thus
far. The Shockers will play one
game this Saturday before they put
full concentration on the tournament and prepare from their game
against Akron.
Akron, who plays in the MidAmerican Conference, isn't a team
that is well known among the other
teams in this tournament. It has an
overall record of 1-4 with its only
win against Cleveland State 73-66
and have a record of 0-1 in the
MAC.

Baseball lands four recruits
for 1999-2000 campaign
By Rico Marcus Navarro
Staff Writer

Head coach Jim Schmitz and his
Eastern baseball team signed four
high school athletes and one junior
college player to play for the
Panther's next year.
Ryan Cwry, who played his prep
ball at Greenville High School, is
currently playing for Belleville Area
Community College. lac;t year as a
freshman. Cw:ry earned all<anference and all-region honors.
"Ryan gives us the left-banded
pitching we were lacking for next
year," Schmitz said
Jared Marshall, who is entering
his senior season at Jacksonville
High School, led his team last year in
batting average (.367), hits (34) and
stolen bases ( 16). Marshall was an
unanimous all-Conference pick.
Marshall struck out 87 batters in 53
innings and has a no-hitter under his

belt
"Jared was being recruited by the
bigger schools but he felt that the
Eastern program was heading in the
right direction."
The third player to sign is Andrew
High School prep Bret PignatieUo,
who as a sophomore set the school
RBI record with 44. In his junior season he pitched a no-hitter and hit .378
with five home runs and 35 RBL
A letter winner in two sports, soccer and baseball, at Oak Parle-River
Forest High School, Graham
Worley-Hood went to the Bronco
World Series in 1994. lac;t summer
Worley-Hood's team won the summer state tournament.
"Graham is a middle infielder
who has the talent and a tremendous
arm to play all three of the infield
positions," Schmitz said. ''Graham is •
someone who will be playing a
reserve role for his first year, but he
will be a main player in the future."
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NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
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II
: Large Pizza : :
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YOUR

10 OZ. PRIME RIB, CHOICE OF
POTATO & VEGETABLE $11.95
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FRIES/SLAW

$5.95
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Large pizzas : :
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•
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II
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restlers face Marquette
important dual meet
By Jason Randall
Staff writer
The Eastern grapplers will be
peting in Milwaukee, WIS. this

y evening in a dual meet
'nst the Golden Eagles of
uette.
The Panthers have had much sucagainst Marquette in the past
uding last year's 23-15 win in
lZ Gymnasium.
~1arquette comes into the dual
a team record of 1-2, while
em is 1--0 in dual meets with its
coming over Miami of Ohlo in
fust meet of the year by a score of
13.
Head wrestling coach Ralph
usland said he expects to keep
same lineup as he bad for the
·dual.
The meet's key matchups will be
133, 157. 165 and 184 pounds.
m will match up freshman Josh
rna against Marquette's Jeff
orogna at 133. Panther senior
Serio will take on Neil Posmer
157, while Marquette's Pete
'ille will take on an undecided
lher opponent at 165. At 184,
freshman Kyle Bracey will
battle with Dan 2.erbil.
'These are the four key matchups

yfrom the school record and she
in first in the 55-meter hurdles
:21.

Racheal Schwartzkopf came in
in the women's shot put with a
of 41' 8.50 and this was her

:******************************
EIU Health Service
:
*·~·
..
Pharmacy Semester Break Closing *

Happy 19th
B!

for us," McCausland said. "Ir will be
important for these guys to wrestle
solid matches for us."
The healthy Easlem team will be
bringing two ranked wrestlers to the
mat on Saturday as new rankings
were posted recenrJy. Junior Mike
Russow has moved up to No. 11. and
senior Tom Combes hac; dropped to
No. 12 following his loss at the
Northern Iowa Open.
A concern McCausland has had
this week is for his team to avoid a
letdown.
"A lot of guys were successful
this past weekend," McCausland
said. "We can't afford to have a letdown following that performance.
otherwise, we're going to get beat"
McCausland, as well as the team,
has not been pleased overall with
practice this week.
"We haven't practiced very well
this week." McCausland said. 'This
dual is very important to us. The
team needs to put together a good
performance and finish strong leading into the break."
Following the holiday tournaments over the semester break, the
Panthers will have duals the rest of
the way including home contests
against Purdue, Eastern Michigan
and Indiana

first time in her career with four
throws over 40 meters.
Craft said he was optimistic
about the rest of the season.
"As we get more competitions
under our belts the performances get
better. This is our first outing and it
will get better," Craft said.
In other events, Nancy Steinbach
ran a 5:38 mile and Marisa Buchue
jumped 18'02 in the longjump.
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; semester break from Dec. 19. 1998-Jan. 3, 1999.
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doesn't lose
your ID over break
Keep your card in a safe
place
and save a $2000
replacement
fee.

Happy Holidays ----~
Panther Card Office

:
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Have fun at: Cody's &
enjot: the $7 pizza!
Love, Newman

~

102 West Lincoln Avenue •Charleston, IL 61920

a
:

Happy
Birthday!

~

QUALITY SPORTS CARDS

,
'

'
~
•

(REAR ENTRANCE)

'

WE OFFER
'
AWIDER VARIETY AT COMEINANDCllICKOUT :
MONDAYTHRU SATURDAY COMPETITIVE PRICE5111
THI fOi
QUALlYOURSWl!!
lY DlffWNC! '~
NOON Till 6:00 P.H.
...
HOURS·

345-4972

•

I

~

YOU'LL FIND:

•

uNlW NASCAR" TUS - CUPS
~ KlYCHA.INS
'fl STATIC CLINGS

~

BUMPER STICKE.RS, ETC,

•

"WE DO SPEOAL ORDERS"

Baseball• Football• Basketball
Racing • MAGIC • Other Gaming
Die Cast and Memorabilia
BAMM BEA.NOS

I
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Congrats
Todd&Pete

Chris 20 years old!

llJ

~

•

Tom

Po-~--.

Sell your junk in the
Classlfieds .. .lt's gotta be
worth somethln' to
someone!

That's a big
10-4 good buddy!
From. DGN t:o EIU
Back t:o DG!
We W'ill Uliss you..
Love, Mel & Al

4•
DOMESTIC
BOTTLES

~

-·-·---~-9~e:f6~~~'
Happy 2tst

.Atways a bears fao.1
Love, Mom.

s1s0

Ar~

:
:

: Please have your prescription filled before you
e leave for break!

WEEKEND

•

:

The Pharmacy will reopen
Monday, January 4, 1999.

:

:

oome in early & avoid the line

Lise Scolaro
Amy Shelton
Kendra Williamson

**

The Pharmacy will be closed for the

drink specials
all night
9-1

Love,
Your Roomie
Aild Our Girls Next Door

Happy B-Day

Helen

$ .._. l 5
k.APTAIN MIXERS

$ 00

1

Watch the claws
tonight Hilter!

SHOT
SPECIALS

•Rememl:>er, Stue le open for New Year's Eve
Save on hotel. liquor, taxi, etc. coete

Love,

Jen, Nelson,
Nikki, & Frank

The ladies of
Alpha Sigma Alpha would like
to recognize our graduating
seniors.

Abby Cordeau
Lisa Gozdecki
Tina Milewski
Tricia Oliver
Karen Reyoff
Jamie Rohr
Paige Sheilds
Jana Wendling

581-6596 ....Eli.I

Wt:; will miss you!

Inside
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Wrestling faces Marquette Page 7A
Women travel to Kansas for Wichita Tourney Page 6A
Swimmers travel to Decatur Page 6A
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Ralston named District VI Coach of the Yea
By Matt Wiison
Sports editor

year in and year out, it's just some
years kids listen to us and some

they don't."
For the first time in her 20-year
coaching history, Panther head
coach Betry Ralston was named
District VJ Coach of the Year by
the American Volleyball Coaches
Association.
"It's a nice honor and it reflects
on how the kids played this year,"
Ralston said...We coach the same

After leading her squad to a 247 overall record and the Ohio
Valley regular-season title this season, Ralston now has a 306-242
career record at Eastern. In her 20
years of coaching she has compiled a 391-287 record.
Ralston said she was surprised
when she got the coaching honor.

"1 saw who made it in some of
the other districts and it's the same
people every year," Ralston said.
"Hopefully this honor will raise
the awareness of Ohio Valley
Conference volleyball, which is
the ultimate goal."
In going on to win the conference regular season championship,
Eastern had a school record 17
wins in 18 attempts and also set a
school record by winning its first

11 conference
games.

This is the
second time this
season Ralston
was given a
coach of rhe
year honor, as
she was also Betty Ralston
named
OVC
Coach of the Year.
Given the District VI Coach of

the Year honor now makes R
a finalist for the Division l
of the Year award. This will be
sented at the AVCA Nati
Convention on Dec. 17
Madison, Wis.
Joining Ralston at the c
tion will be junior outside
Meleah Cutler. She was named
the District VJ team, which
her eligible for an All-Ame·
honor.

Basketball te~ ends four-game losing skid
Upperclassmen
lead Panthers
to 85-72 thriller
By David Pump
A.5sociate spor1s editor

Eastem's men's basketball team
jumped out to a 7--0 start against
Western Illinois Thursday night in
Lantz Gymnasium and never looked
back. defeating the Leathernecks 8572.
The Panther's (4-4) ended a fourgame losing streak as the upperclassmen led the way.
"Our upperclassmen are our leaders," Eastern tiead coach Rick
Samuels said. 'The young kids just
don't know how to fight out of a
slump, so our vereran players had to
lead by example."
Senior Jack Owens led all scorers,
pouring in a season-high 25 points,
and junior Marc Polite added 20
points, both recovering from a poor
shooting perfonnance against
' Evansville on Tuesday.
·'It was lhe type ofshots that I was
taking." Owens said of his shooting
woes. '1 came in Wednesday to take
some extra shotS, and coach told me
to stay within myself."

Lacey Buidioslk/ Staff photographer
Panther junior Michael Forrest completes a bounce pass against Western Illinois. Eastern ended its four-game losing
streak and looks to continue its winning ways at Illinois on Saturday.

Sophomore guard Kyle Hill
added an exciting 21 points, including three dunks that brought the
crowd to its feel and a questionable
recbnical for doing a chin-up on the
rim following a steal and reverse jam.
"If I were a spectator I wouldn't
have sat down for 10 minutes,"

Samuels said. "The more (
crowd) does that, the more be
going to feed off of the crowd."
Another player that fed off <I
crowd was sophomore Merv J
he grabbed nine rebounds and
eight points.
"Before the game, I was ·
about getting back into the garre
rebounding," Joseph said. "I
to bring back the excitement
intensity, and it was a good feelq
play the way I know I am capableil
playing."
Western Illinois had three p
in double figures led by guard S
Doles 19 points, and center J
Martinez finished with 10 points
11 rebounds
The Panthers head to '-""'"lj.lll•
on Saturday to take on the Illini (
at 2 p.m. in the Assembly
Illinois head coach Lon Kruger
Eastern may ~~~ sonie
for the lllinL
'Their scoring comes from
perimeter shooters," Kruger
"Size wise they (the Pan~)
very similar to Bradley, and
should give us a match-up pro
Samuels said he is ex~
good defensive effort from
nationally ranked Illini defense.
"As we see them now, there
be a battle at the defensive
Samuels said "We have to
they are a Big l 0 team and we
let them get going."
Illinois will have a pregame
mony celebrating last season's
10 Championship at 1:45 p.m.
"It (the banner) represents a
of people from last year, whac
di~ and the crowd that dev
around that group," Kruger said

Early Bird Meet gives Panthers chance for succes
Akers pleased with performance
By JSta
arrett
ff wm·W
erells
The men's track team opened its
season with a good performance
Thursday in the Early Bird Meet
Going into the meet, coach Tom

Aken; bad hoped for a dominating

7

performance from his team. Akers
believes his team had a good showing for this early in the season.
"We were well represented in
pretty much all the events," Akers
said. "We had a few disappointing
spots, but overall we did pretty
well:·
Akers also wanted his team to be
mentally prepared for competition.
''For the most part we were mentally prepared to compete." Akers
said. ''We still have a long way to go,
though."
Although the team still has a way

Craft upbeat
after first ffie

to go, Akers was pleased by the per-

fonnances of several of the athletes.

Cameron Mabry posted a time of
6.27 seconds in the 55-meter dash.
That mark is already a provisional
qualifying mark for the NCAA meet
"For Cam to be running that well
this early is really good," Akers said.
Chad White was another runner
that Akers was pleased with.
"Chad ran really well in the 600
meter dash." he said.
Other athletes Akers was pleased
with include Marcus Carter, Tom
Marchese. and the high jumpers.
"Marcus Carter ran very well in
the 800 meters," Akers said
Marchese had a pole vault of 15
feet 11 inches.
The Eai.tern high jumpers finished one-two-three in the meet
The next meet for the men will be
January 9 at Illinois State.

By Gabe Rosen
S1aff writer

The women's track and

team started off the season wilb
all around outstanding effort by
whole team.
Eastern head coach John
was upbeat about the results <i
meet

Lacey Buldioslkl Staff photographer
Panther high jumper Danyel Watters follows through on her jump Thursday at
the Early Bird Meet. This was the first meet of the season for both track
teams.

''We're coming along well,"
said. "The throwers were doing
ly well. In aU areas, our young
did a good job. I'm tho
pleased with the results of this
It's something to use to build on.
very pleased with it"
Candy Phillips jumped 5'
the high jump, which is 112 an ·

See WOMEN Page 7A

